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Abstract

This investigation compares overt judgments about tenable hypotheses

to choices in a concept identification task, as a function of stimulds'

similarity onsuccessive trials. Two mathematicaltiodels are tested:

(a) A 1-element local consistency version of Restle's concept identifica-

tion model and (b) the an model with two additional passive states in

which hypothesis,testing does not occur. Both models successfully predict

a decline in per cent correct choices from Trial 1 to Trial 2 in-one

group. The only notable difference between the predictive characteris-',

tics of the two models is that only the former model has a tendency to

r`14 predict zero occurrences.of certain response sequences which do actually

appear.

Three hypothesis judgmentstrategies.were investigated;.Cu ulative

.0AZ
Deductive strategies being dominant, early in training and Cumuiltive

(:) Concrete. strategies beir g. dominant midway in training. A findingby Berger

<7;)that the most frequent error in, processing information isthe failure to

E

eliminate a hypothesis when it is contradicted by feedback on the current

trial'was confirmed.
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'Effects of Stimulta Congruence,
on Hypotheses Held.

in a Concept Identificaticn Taiik cis

Berger (in press) has reported a number of instances in which hypoth-

/

esis judgments contradict a particular hypothesis theory of concept identi

fication. For example, a hypothesis -held on one trial may be inconsistent

with feedback on that trial and yet may be retained on the next trial

(failure of the "lose-shift" assumption). The present study attempts to

confirm in 'general the Berger findings while providing other evidence from

choice responses concerning the adequacy of the Restle,,(1962) 1-element

model with. local consistency (Gregg & Simon, 1967; Cotton, in press) and

a new model which assumes that, at the beginning of a problem most subjects

respond randotly rather than selecting and processing hypotheses. The con-
,

cept identification task employed was an affirmative one, i.e., one with

the solution depending on the values of only one dimension.

A further feature of this experiment is that two groups .with different'

4

degrees of stimulus,simiihrity from trial to tri.al are compared. Let
. \

stimulus congruence (i) on Trial n be efined as the number of hypotheses

consistent with stimuli and feedback for both Trial n-1 and Trial n. Then

one condition in the-present study has i = 1,*ndthe second has i = 2.

Hypothesis theory implies that a smaller prop6rtion of correct choices will

be made in presolution trials for i = 1 than for i = 2. This prediction

has been confirmed. within a-Series of trials for single group mad between

groups for a singleJtrial (Cotton, 1971). The present study tests the

prediction for several trials, with.different groups having different i



values. 'Because a pretraining procedure very Similar to the final task was

used, it may be predicted that Trial 1 performance will be quiteaigh, with
d-

"% decline on Trial 2 occurring for the i = 1 condition in View of the

theoretical implication just noted.

;Method

Subjects and Apparatus

Fifty UCSBstudents, volunteers froth lower division Psychology courses,

served a experimental subjects. these 50 were randomly assigned to two

groups of 25 each. One subject was run at a time. ,Stimuli were presented

with a Carousel projector, using a 5-sec. exposure time for each test

Stimulus or feedbaCk Stimulus. Stimuli were viewed on a beaded screen,

with projection from a position beside the subject.

Practice Problem

Subjects saw an 't" or an "R," either in upright or sideWays position

end either, in upper 'case or lower case form on each trial and received

feedback of "1" or "0," depending upon whether the letter was upright ("1")

or sideways ("0"). The subject,was required to-press a button marked "1" or

a button marked "0" while the test stimulus was present, before feedback for

that trial was presented. Thus this vase 3-dimensional binary task with

°` the position of the letter being the relevant dimension and its case and

particulareposition in the alphabet being the irrelevant dimensions. Eight

trials with-fthis practice problem were given each subdect. Stimulus orders

were random and unrestricted, with different orders being used for each sub-

ject. At the beginning of the experiment subjects were fully infoimed about

the six possitle one-dimensional hypotheses constituting potential Solutions

to the problem.
A



Experimental Problem

The stimuli for this problem were just as in the practice problem

f;

except that the letters Used were "A" and "13." The same solution as before

was employed. Each subject received fout,trials on. this problem, with

feedback after each choice response. After feedback for each of the first

three trials, a slide was presented asking for each of the three dimensions,

whether either possible pairing of dimension value and choice appekred to

be correct, or whether there was not enough information yet about that

dimension ("NEI"), or whether it appeared not to be relevant ( "NR "). The

time allotted for these judgments as approximately 30 sec. These judgments

were made orally by the subject and recorded in Writing by the experimenter.

Stimulua Sequepces for the; E1iperimehtal Problem A

FOr each Group 1 member a difAtent sequence of stimuli was selected.

The-filial 1 stimulus was selected at random from, the eight possible values.

On Trial 2 the stimulus presented was assigned at random from the two

`stimuli for which i = 1. For example, if "A" (in upright position) were the

Trial 1 stimulus, the Trial 2 stimulus was either lb" or ".e.since these

were the only stimuli which confirmed the correct,hypotbeSis ctup = 1 and

sideWays = 0") on both trials and confirmed no other hypothesis for both

trials. On Trial 3 Group 1 members wererandomly assigned, one of the two

stimuli for which i = 1 when\cOmpared to the Trial 2 stimulus: The same

rule held for Trial 4. It maybe seen that no subject in Group 1 could

receive any stimulus outside'a specific set of four implied by the Trial1

stimulus and the i = 1 condition.

Group 2 stimuli were'Selected just as for Group 1, except that on

Trial 2 and thereafter i = 2, yielding four possible stimuli for any trial

l r \



after. Trial 1, with any one of the eight Stimuli being poisible7sometithe

after Trial 1 even though there were only-four possible options'for any
,

subject on any single trial except Trial 1.

Results

Two kinds of da.,a will be analyzed in this 'section: (a) Choice of

"0" or "1" responses on each of the four feedback trials ("FT's") and (b)

judgments of the relevance of each dimension (and, ifludged rilevant, the

direction of pairing of dimension. values and hypothesized. (correct responses

to-those values) following the first three feedback trials.

Relations of Choice Res ones to Prior Feedback and Choice Res nses

fable 1 indicates that each group showed a general increase in propor-

tion of correct reSponses_as a function of FT number. The mean number's of

mow.

Insert Table 1 about fiere

i/../11 11110

total errors per.person.are 1.20 for Group 1 and 1.04 for Group 2. Except
id-

an Trial 2, where the proportion correct is substantiaLly..lower than for

Group' 2, the two groupi' trial by

Two models have been used,, in
.

experiment. -Fast; the Gregg and

Beetle's (1962) 1-element

relative frequencies of

trial trends Dare very similar,. -.)"
a.n.attempt tolfit the choicelata of this

Simon -local consistency version of

hypothesis model has been used to predidt the
. .

,
. .

i

16 possible'seqtences and/incorrect
.., .. ,...

.: t
. ,

-,.

responses on FT1 through FT4. Because of,the'noneandotinature of the

Segaences of'stiMuli ,iii the,t0O experimental groups, these predictions

i i ,\I ,

were,based on Eqs. 2 Cotton'sand 22 of Cotton s kip press) sequence-Specific/
% ' A

'Z".-

. ,.. '.. riri
se.



(Level 2 in his terminology) version of this model, plus Eq. 2 (below) of

the present paper.

The curve-fitting procedure was to use the Chandler (1969) ,Stepit com--.

A
puter search program to estimate parameter values (c = .19b3tand p'imi .4846)

e
in such a way as to minimize the- awn of squared errors/of prediction of the

16 relative'frequenciei just mentioned, totaling squared errors across the

'''two groups eir-Well as the 16 sequ;:nces,for.each grOup. Table 2 presents a

comparison of obtained and predicted results for this model as well as for

the one to be discussed shortly.

Insert Table 2 about here

Some indication of the reason:for the obtained ter estimates fOr

the 1-element local consistency model should nowte given. Suppose t we

call the Correct hypothesis-H.,, its coMblement 112, 'and the hypotheses based
,

onirrelevant dimensions H3 through H6. It is convenient to'defiiie.an

initial Vector for. these hypotheses as follows:

R1 H? H3 H4 .115. H6

= E3.76 + e, 1/6 e 46, 1/6 '.. 6, 1/6 '- 6, 1/6 - 6, 1/6 -63.. (1)

t.

yr

-Because the practice task had the same solution as the experimental problem,

. an assumption.of an c greater than zero seems reasonable. One would also
)

'expect 6 to exceed zero, but this does not happen here:

Equation 1 can be modified to yield probabilities for being in thef.

le

f a.
conditioned state (C), 'error state (E), and chance success state (S) as

) follows: Hi is state C; its probability May' be written either as c or.as

1/6 + c as in. Eq. 1. Assuming that all atimuti. are equiprobable on Tried. I,

ry

) ef.

p.



the probability of

for H3 through H6r

T1Ilding d = 1/6

the error state, on

a chance success is one-half the sum of the probabilities

or 1/3 - 26. This probability may als6 be called (1-0p,

- p(1..c). By subtraction, the robability of being in

Trial 1 is 1/2 - e 26 = (14-c)(1-p). Thus

. C E S
Pi = 5 (1-c)(1-p), (1-0g.

F
(2)

Note that the values of 8 and p given previously imply that 'cl= .0196 and

6=-.0305. Thisempirical fit yieldsi an sxtrmardinary value for the E1*

vector:

El E2 H3 H14. H5 H6

P-11"16 /71863 .0251, .1972 .1972, .1972, .1972,

suggesting that the principal effect of pretraining with a teak haiing,the

same solution as the experimental task is to weaken the coiSplement of the

correct hypothesis.,

Because the 1-element local consistency model just considered was un-

satisfactory in its prediction of zero probabilities for three response

sequencei whiCh activOly occurred, a new model was devised and tested: In

addition to_thethree-states of the Previous mo9s1,1.et there be two passive

states -in which a person is corrqa or incoprect on the basis of chance alone

rather than because of the hypothesis he lds. Le it further be assumed

that once a person leaves the pair of passive tates he begins to ielect,
I ,

hyPotheaps and conform to the 1-41ement.local consistency model:

convenient to assume the follOwing initial vector:

-C E. S GI .air.

P = 5 0 0 d 1-c-d7

Irri1.1 be

C,

(3)

L.
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where-Z7 and G+ Are passive states in which errors and correct responses,

-respectiv4in are made, c is the probability of being in Statec initially,
- .

and d is" theprobability of being-in State G- initially. ,The tearitition

matrix for an experiment with K dimensions (3 in this case) and congruence

value i on-every trial after the first be:

c 1

1/K

0

S G- Cri-

0 0 0 0

K-i 1-1
K K

K-1 1-1
. 0 0

K-1

1-f (1 -f)(IS:11 (1.4)(1.-1

K K . IC

1-f
G+ '-0--f)(1C1) (1-f)(i-1) f f

K K K a -2- (4)
)

.- ..
where f is 14 parameter representing the probability of staying in some pas-

sive:state on the next trial, given that one is already in such a state.

Stepitisearch for the purpose of minimizing the,squared errors of prediction,

just as before, yields the entries in Tables 1 and 2 for the passive state

model. The parameter estimates provt to b,e,a = .0045, a .4151, and

= .1577. It may, n noted that no pair of predictions in Table 2 for a

given response pattern but a,pair of theories differ by more than .014; no

pair, of predictions in Table 1 differ by more than .036. Furthermore,

Eel = .111 for the 1-element local consistency model, and Eel = .110 for .

the passive state model. Thus the models give almost pentical restlts.

However, the passive state model serves its intended purposeby yielding no

false predictions of zero frequency for Any response pattern.

ro
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Data: History

. .

Table 3 presents the proportion of persons judging .that a specifiC

401111141

Insert Table 3.abbut here

INNI.111.1D

dimension is relevant on each trial. The proportion of persons saying that

the relevant dimension is "upright versus sideways!' increases with practice,

as desired: 'Because in Group 1 the solution is logicaily'impIied bythe

end of Trial 2 and -in Group 2 by the end of Trial 3 (except for three
4

lsupiects where two hypotheses remeinecitenable at the end of Trial 4), we

would expect,alsrger-prOpOrtion of relevant judgments to the, "upright

versus sideways" dimension for Group). thiuffgr Group 2 immediateIyafter

Trial 2. This Was indeed found. ,However, a more striking difference

between groups appears after. Trial 2,for the "capital versus lower case"

dimension.

A further analysis of the judgments of dimensional relevance asks'the

relative frequency of ,judgments which could be generated by different infor,

oration processing strategies. For example, a strict dedudtive strategy

would conclude atter Trial 1 that one does notknow which dimension is
tat

relevant, so that NEI responses would be assignpd to each dimension. .A'

cumulative deductive strategy over all trials to date leads to assigning

BR to, each irrelevant dimention.and "Up = 1" to the relevant dimension after
ot.

Trial 2 of .Group 1.

A scoring procedure has been developed which assigns one point whenever

'a particular dimension is treated cumulatively and deductilely after a given



c,

-9.

FT.' Thus from 0 to 3 points are assigned to each subject on each trial as

his cumulative deductive Score. The maximum total points-in a 'Group of 25

subjects becomes 75 per trial.

A second, but ultimately, unwise trategy is to assert that all'

hypotheses, confirmed on a' given tri 'will be cbnfirmed on the. next. This

current feedback strategy can also be scOred from 0 to 3 on each trial,

depending upon how many dimensions are assigned'hypotheseh congidient with

current feedback:

A third strategy fore making dimensional judgments will be called P

cumulative unate3 : with this strategy subjects combine parts of the

first two strategies, using current feedback except when:Othe'cumulative_ .

deductive strategy shays a dimension to. be irreleviant,:inwhich6ase the

- -

dimension is judged R. Again the poss'ble scores per Person per trial 'are

,

0 to 3.

Table 4 shows, the proportion of hypothesis: judgments cnnsistent.with

4

each strategy following, each PT for each group. Immediately4fter Trial 1 ,

ea'

Insert Table 4 about here

ti

the deductive strategy is more pOpular than:the others for each group
,

r,

(meaning. that NEI judgments were frequent), and the current feedback

strategy was least frequent,for each groll after Vials 2 and 3 (meaning --

that information frompore than one trial was being used}:, Immediately

after Trial]. the treatment oi,the two.groups.is differentiated logically

and procedurally. However, the cumulative concrete and cumulatiVe-deduc.-

tive strategies are experimentally forced to 'be. equLTalent for Group 1



'.

falipwing Trish 2 and 3; this is reflec4eci in Table 4. This equivalence is

true for Group 2.

ReiAtis2p129peEms to Previous es and to Feedback Hi,_story

A;',neted earlier, Berger (fn pressylas provided a classification of

kinds of :processing errars,if any, which, occur in the assignment of 14p9th-

i,

eses after each FT. The -sane eight'error types used in interpreJng his Sc.

a- ,
(Bina)! cue) test data are used here. Witional Categories of error-are

,

neammitatedbythe present NEI response option.
4

The rationale for = these additional error categories dependson a clear
-

specification of correct processing. .Note thst`Berger's "not sure" Classi-
.

fiestlan and the present NET Griot enough in'ormation) tare not logically

equivalent. We will define "correct processing" in such s way that Eerger'.3
. --

usage is maintained or nearly, maintained at the Salve time that subjects are ,

allowed to use either the cumulative .concrete or cumulative deductive.

strategyilthout being penalised for them. The following five principleS

areinwoked:

(a) A4 BR response immediately after F12 is.a processing error,

becatnie NR cannot be logically inferred trove single feedback trial;

simtlwrly a specifii hypothesis_contr dic ing feedback' on PT1 is an error.

ObV Once a specific hypothesis is reported, it is a processing error

. .

to change-to another hypothesistp NEI, or to NE if the FT just before the
- ,

%

change is consistent withk-that specific hypothesis. It is also a process-
------., ,

ins error not to change to BR if an 'FT just before a hypothesis judgnent

j_contradicts.the hypothesis formerly held about a particular ditensian.
f A

/(c) Once NCR is reported, At. is a processing error ever ,t¢ change to
9 4

NEI or to a specific hypothesis. (Of course, if 1M were falsely reported
C.
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at first, a change away from NR.w:uld be necessary before solving the prob-
,

lam; the shift is arbitrarily called a processing error because, if a

dimension is irrelevant at one stage of training, it will be irrelevant

ever after in the present study.

(d) Orica NEI is reported, it is a processing error not,to change to

40'

HR as soon as two successive FTs have supported opposite hypotheses for

that dimension, .If misprocessing of this kind has occurredl'it 17 a fur--

ther processing error not to change from NEI to NR on
i

the next opPortUiaity

thereafter or any subsequent opportupity.

(e) Once NEI is reported, it is a processing error not to shift to al

specific hypothesis once all other possible hypotheses have been.logically-

elimAted by FTs. An earlier sift to aArpecific hypothesis is permis7.

fable if all previous FTs are consistent with that hypothesis.

The scoring principles just stated imply that a perfect processor not

only has the mechanisms available which are required for following a win-
.

stay, lose-shift strategy but also has a tally and retrieval_rystem by

Wh/A he record4 and retrieves, for each trial, which possiblehypotheses

were and were not supported. For the sake of specificity in scoring we say

that false hypotheses are nonetheless assumed to be acco

tallies, permitting the second sentence of (d) to apply.

processing error May lead to a correct response, as when one shifts from a

false NR for the relevant dimension to the correct hypothesis. It seems

ed by dorrect.

Note that a

reasonable to suppose that the false NR resulted from a miatally; else it

should have been corrected as in the second sentence of (d).

Table 5 shows that the most frequent processing error in each group of

Insert Table 5 about here

1.

st



the present study, as well as in Berger's study, was the failure to make an

NR (not relevant) judgment when logically Similarly, the, least

frequent error per group of.the ei6t possit_e in both expeiiments Vas a

shift from NA to a hypothesisinconsistent with current feedback. In

61.33% .0f hypothesis judgment4/for.Group 1, one of the 11 processing

errors occurred; in 26;17% o the judgments for Groin) 2, one of these

errors occurred. This difference appears to reflect failure to shift to

RR for irrelevant dimensions and to the correct'hypothesis for the relevant

dimension on Trial 2, Group 1, where the solution was logically implied.

Relation of Choice Responses to Previously2111202tY.eses

's Use of a specific hypothesis theory to predict choice behavior from

hypothesis data or vice versa ii complicated in the present experiment by

the fact that subjects were asked 0 judge the relevance of each stimulus

dimension but not to state a single working hypothesis or to state a.

judgment about the direction of a dimension's pairing with correct hypotheses

when NEI responses were made. Thus nothing comparable to thelisting of

hypotheses in a focus sample (Trabasso & Bower, 1968) or infthe subset-

sti 1. under consideration (Chumbley, 1969; Restle, 1962) is available for

analysis. Whereas a deductive strategy after FTI would have led all

dimensions'for each group to be classified NEI, a forced choice with each

S7' ,

dimension would have led to a focus sample like (but not identical to) that

expected with one of the multi-element models just mentioned. Forcing a

further statement of the working hypothesis to guide the response on the

next FT would also have helped to relate these data to.existing multi-
.

element models. In the absence of such additional data the present analysis.
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mutt ask whether choice responses are consistent with some working'hYpotheSis

which could reasonably have been'geuerated in the light of Current trial

feedback and existing dimensional judgments.

Some very general implicitions of conventional hypothesis theory are

4

that: (a) if only one hypothesis isheld after feedback on one trial, the

nett choice response should be consistent with that hypotbesis;-(b) if two

'

/
armoire hypotheses are held after feedback on a trial, the next Choice'

response must be consistent with at least one of those hypotheses; and

(c) if no hypothesis is held-after:a given feedback trial, any choice

response on the next trial is' acceptable, regardless of whether that

response is consistent with the immediately preceding feedback. Condition

(b) is ecketimesaatisfied because of stimulus properties rather than

behavioral laws: For example, sincethe stimulus 1B" can only lead either

to a choice of "1" or a choice of "0," regardless of what hypotheses .

are held, it is no confirmation of theory, to say that, if a subject believes

"aye =lir and "up '=, 1," the fee: that the "9" response to "B" is consistent'

with the former hypothesis and a "1" response to "*.B" is consistent with the

latter is hardly evidence for hypothesis theory. Similarly (c) will always

hold. Therefore, (a) is most important, with (b) being crucial only for 'a

stimulus such that all hypotheses held on the previous trial imply the

tame response on the next trial. Table 6 attempts to test the 'adequacy of

Insert Table 6 about here

hypothesis theory by'reporting how many Subjects'whose hypothesis or

hypotheses at each 'stage of training all imply the same response make a

S.



(1.

choice response (or fail to make such a response) consistent with their'

hypothesis report. Remembering that manly subjects are ignored because of

the probl4m, jhit noted with implication (1;), we.conclude thatless'than

hilt of the remainder (.478) conform to'theory after FT1, with this pro-
-

Nortion-growipg to -.874 after F23, for the two'groupncombined.' This is

a poor showing for iypothenls tileory-

\
\ t)

Discussion

The ,present experiment shows moderate conformity ofChoiceibehayior to

mathematical predictions from two hypothesis theories.', 'The most striking

suess of these models was the ability of each to predict a decline from

Trial 1 to Trial 2 in Group 1, because of, the low chance probability of,
I

selecting a correct response when i = 1. The passive,s5ate model has two
, i/

advantages over the 1-element local consistency modA-r. (a) It does net
1

predict zero probability for any response Pattern, thhs preventing

contradittions of a kind common to the latter model. (b) The. Passive state

model implies that hypotheses are not often controlling' choice behavior

e&rly in trailing, thus making the prior Trial 2 and Tria1.3;confOrmitY'

of choice behaioior and verbalized hypotheses (Table 6) more consiptent?

with theory.

Hypothesis judgments seem only moderately consistent With hypothesis

theory. The information processing which occurs during hypothesis judg-
we

meat is less rational than theory predicts. This suggests that-hypothesis

theory must either be drastically revised.or that verbtlized hpotheses,be

considered to conform td quite different theories, thin the entities pre-

viously postulated in hypothesis theory. r
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Table 1

Observed and Predicted Proietions of Correct Choices
as a Function of Trial Number and Congruence Value (i)

Trial
Group . .Value) 1 2 3 4

1 'Observed .680!' .480 .800 .840
,

/

Predicted - Local .581 .326 .551 .700

Consistency Model
t

Predicted - Passive .585 .362 .527
States Model

2 Observed .640 .840 .760
.;
.760

Predicted - Local- .5111 .663 .719 0 4.766

'consistency Model.:

Predicted - Pasiive .585 g42 ::711 .760

States Model

r

L

n
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Table 2

. .

Comparison of Observed and Predicted RelatiVe Frequencies
afial.Pbssible Sequences of Responses in Each Group

(predictions Based on Mini mum,Sqdared Error is
for WO Local ConSistency Models.)

Segue-Ace

RRRE't

BMW

WNW
RIME
ROW
MIR
RWWW

WERR

TOW
WRWR

WRWW

VIWRR

wwRw
WWWR

WWWW

i 1=1

Beetle
aModel

.12

.040 \-1,

. 080

.000

. :41

1080
.000
.240
.000

.0090

.000
-.040
.000.

.000

.0140

r

,Pfts4ive'

State
Model

= 2
'ftssive

Pestle State,

'Observed Mbdel 'Model

.186

.000
'.000
.000
.131
.000
.088

.1754

.140

.000

.000

',moo

..093

.000

.062

.224

.182

.002 !

.010

.019

.123
,002

.082

.164

.127

.002

.007

.014

.088

.002

.059

.118

.280 .236 '.230

:120 .049
.080 .066 .065

.033 .033
.080 .099 .103
.000 ,033 '.035

:040 ,o44 .047
.000 .022 4, :024

.160 .175 -.161

.08o .035

.080, .047 .047

.000 .023 .023

.040 .070 ..074

.000 .023' '.025

.000 .031 .034

.000 .017
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Table 3

Proportions of. Persons Judging a Dimension
\to be Relevant after Each

, .-. ft

(Parentaesized entries are
ror only.)- 0

Dimension;

Group 1
After Trial

1 2 3

Group?
Alter Trial

1 . 2
C.

3

Art -BEE ..36 .44 .44 .32 .52. .32

UP4IDEWAYS .j6(.24),'.72(,68) .84(.76) .36(.36) '.6o(.56) .84(.72).

CAPITAL - .4o .84, .24 .28 .28
-IgslER CASE-

Average for
irrelevant
dimensions

.38 .32 .30 .44 .36.

4

4
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Proportion of Hypothesis Judgments Consistent with
Different Strategies for Making Those Judgments

Strategy Group 1 (i = 1)
After

Group 2 (i = 2)
After

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

CUmnlative Deductive .600 .467(b) .573(c) .600 .227 .627(e)

Current Feedback .200(a) .333 .427 .293(d) .400 .427
vt

Cumulative Concrete .200(a) .467(b) .573(c) .2 3 d .41 .61.

At least one of
the above .800 .600 .747 .893 .627 .787

Note: The two proportions marked (a) are forced by definition to be equal.
A simiplr statement holds for (b), for (c),.and for (d). In the case of (e)
it is,logically possible for the two entries to differ by as Much as .027.



Category

1

2.

3

5

'7

8

9

10'

11

rn

Table 5

Frequencies of Different Categories of Errors in
Wpothesis Judgments for Present Experiment's

Groups and for Berger's Experiment

Nature of Processing Error

First H opposite to first
;feedback

NR after first feedback

`Reversal of an H without
reversal of feedback .

rEemature exclusion of a ''
dimension,. including rejec -.

tion of torrect H '
4

Fa are to respond NR when
implied

Revireil of H, consistent
with current feedback,
ighoring the fact that
reversed feedback implies
'NR

From NR, 'select H consistent
with current feedback

From NR, select.H inconsis-
tent with current feedback

BEI to NEI when correct H
is implied

Failure to retain correct H

el-

BR to NCI

.Total

Total Aber Of
Errors Per Group

Pre,sent

Ekperiment:
i = 1 i = 2

8 2

Berger's
Experiment

7 5 110.

.

4 ( 2 104

2 13 285

44 22, .320

6 9 180

6 3 -.185

0 2 66

4 0 Not
Pbssible

1 2 Not t

Pbasible

3 5 Not
Possible

85 65
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Table 6

Consistency of Choice Behavior with
BypOtheses Reported Immediately Before

Group 1
Ater FT

Group 2
After FT

1 2 3 1- 2-

Consistent with 1 H 2 8 13 70 7 10

both of 2 Hs 1 2 1 3.

al3Fps 0 1

Contradictory to 1 H 6 7 0 3 0 3

both of 2 Hs 2 3 1 5

all 3 Hs 0 0

Proportion consistent .200 .567

t

Combined groups' pro- .478 .586 .824

jorOpoirtion

consistency

trials
.833 .692 .615 .812

1


